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Frequently Asked Questions 

1. Where are your services available? RJ Slatts Productions offers school promotional video 

services anywhere in the United States. We truly love to travel and we truly love to make these 

videos, so location is not a factor. However, all projects outside Santa Barbara county will 

require a very solid, well-planned approach to ensure all material is obtained in our 1 week 

there. 

2. Can we put the school's logos and website link in the video?  YES! Typically, the website 

address goes at the end of the video, and the logo is usually at beginning and end. In mo st cases 

we can find a perfectly good quality PNG logo on your school website, but in rare cases we may 

need you to provide me logos via email.  

3. Do I need to get permission from every student for this?   In our experience, the answer to 

this has always been NO. Students and their parents may of course specifically tell us that they 

do not want their faces shown in the video, but otherwise it should be just fine. However, please 

check with whoever you need to regarding this on your end.  

4. Do we need to provide someone to escort you around the campus?  NO. You can simply 

provide us a map and a period schedule, and we can find our way around. An initial campus tour 

is always a good idea, and we request that a general notification is made to all faculty, but other 

than that it is simple! 

5. Can we add subtitles to the video? YES! Although this is an additional charge, we are happy to 

add English or Spanish subtitles to ensure all audience members really get the message.  

6. How much does a promo video cost? We have a very simple, quick response to this question, 

however we do not wish to openly advertise it online. Our price is per minute of final video, so 

please shoot me an email to get the discussion flowing! Desired duration and school 

location should be all we need to get you an official proposal.   
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